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Qe-Meat: Using the EAN.UCC System as a Unique Consignment 
Reference Number 

 
 
Introduction 
EAN fully supports the concept of the Unique Consignment Reference Number 
(UCR), as outlined by the WCO in the Recommendation of the WCO Concerning a 
UCR for Customs Purposes. 
 
The purpose of this document is to show a case study which demonstrates how the 
EAN.UCC system can perform the functions required by the WCO.  EAN 
International has been promoting open, multi-sectoral standards for over 25 years on 
a worldwide basis, through its 101-member organization network, covering 103 
countries throughout the globe, in addition to more than 30 countries served directly 
by the head office in Brussels, Belgium. 
 
Through membership in EAN International, organizations can obtain a company 
prefix, which is guaranteed by the EAN.UCC rules to be a unique number worldwide, 
and is the basis of the identifiers which make up the EAN.UCC system.  The Member 
Organizations are responsible for the compliance of the local trading companies to the 
rules set out in the EAN International General Specifications. 
 
It is equally the responsibility of the Member Organizations to provide support related 
to the actual implementation of the EAN.UCC system, including training, helpdesk, 
etc. 
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Objective of the project 
The extended trial involves the shipping of containers of beef from an Australian meat 
exporter to stated point of receiving in the USA.  The objective is to demonstrate the 
use of EAN.UCC bar code labeling (with unique numbering per carton) and the use of 
electronic messaging (EANCOM DESADV message) to absolutely identify and track 
the shipment and/or each individual carton.  The reference information that relates to 
the shipment (as used in the electronic message and hard documents) include the 
following: 

 Health Certificate 
 SSCC for the shipment 
 Container Number 
 Commercial Reference (e.g. Invoice, etc.) 
 Establishment Number(s) 
 Dates (loading, shipping, etc) 
 Product Description 
 Shipment Weights 
 Number of Cartons 
 Shipping Mark 
 Exporter/Consignor, Consignee 
 Carton EAN Numbers (unique for each carton) 
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Exporter / Consignor Dispatching Process 
The process that is followed for the generation of the consignment documentation and 
the electronic file that represents the consignment is shown by the flow chart. 
 

 
The critical points on this process are the following: 

 The use of an SSCC (Serial Shipping Container Code) that identifies the 
consignment and links it to a Health Certificate, the physical shipping 
container and the individual carton serial numbers. 
 The inclusion of the SSCC on the Health Certificate 
 The transfer via email to the consignee (importer, customer, I-Store, etc.) of an 

electronic file (EANCOM DESADV Message) of the entire set of individual 
carton serial numbers, weights, production dates, establishment numbers and 
carton barcode numbers (GTIN with application identifiers). 
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This information can then be used by the consignee to prepare evidence that a specific 
group of cartons match the details about a specific consignment/health certificate. 
 
Bonded Warehouse / Consignee Receiving Process 
Once a shipment is consigned to a Bonded Warehouse (I-store) / consignee, the 
various export, import and clearance Receiving Processes can commence. 
 
Once the physical shipment and the electronic message have been received by the 
bonded warehouse, the original certificate (health certificate) and the FSIS Form 
9540-1 can be submitted. 
 
The electronic message is a text file attachment within an email.  The format and 
content of the text file complies with the EANCOM rules for electronic messaging. 
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Information to be sent by electronic message (EDI) 
Message Information 
[Header], [Footer] 
Message Date, 
Message Number, 
Etc (as required for EDI [EANCOM]) 
 
Shipment/Consignment Information (for each container/shipment) 
SSCC Number 
Consignor 
Consignee 
Vessel/Aircraft 
Sea/air port of loading 
Date of departure 
Sea/air port of discharge 
Shipping Mark(s) 
Container Number 
Health Certificate No. 
Species 
Establishment No.(s) 
Country of Origin 
(Container) DPI Seal 
Shipment Reference 
Description 
Total Net Weight 
Kill date(s) 
Number of Cartons 
 
Shipment/Consignment Details (for each carton) 
Product Code EAN-14 
Carton net Weight (AI3xxx) 
Production Date (AI11) 
Serial Number (AI21) 
(if applicable individual carton SSCC) 
 
The system is now fully operational between all the trial plants and Garden State 
Freezers Mullica Hill 

 All cartons produced have standard bar codes applied 
 On-plant quality and management systems link to bar codes 
 All bar codes are scanned on load out and recorded 
 Electronic dispatch advice for every load, containing all load information 

including bar code details of individual cartons, available for use internally or 
by supply chain partners. 
 Warehouse equipped to receive messages, store information, download to 

scanners and prepare electronic or hard copy load verification reports. 
 Warehouse equipped to receive information electronically via Internet and 

scan for individual cartons in the event of a recall. 
 Warehouses and customers are equipped to identify cartons subject to claim or 

dispute. 
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Industry Benefit 

 The Australian export meat industry now has standards for bar coding, 
message structure and information transfer to supply chain partners. 
 The industry has a system that links on plant quality and information systems 

to product. 
 The system provides efficiencies in recording and accounting for product 

movement right through the supply chain. 
 The system provides auditable product traceability right through the supply 

chain. 
 The system gives industry a very effective tool for batching, product recall or 

clearing product not subject to recall. 
 The system can form the basis for regulators to develop more efficient and 

effective inspection systems. 
 The system can be used to positively identify cartons subject to claim or 

dispute and email that information to suppliers. 
 
Industry adoption 
Publishing of the Australian meat industry guidelines for the numbering and bar 
coding of non retail items has given Australian industry clear guidelines to follow 
when investments are made in recording and information systems.  Any new systems 
installed in Australian and New Zealand meat plants from 2001 should be compliant 
or compliance capable.  Pressure is also being applied by our customers and supply 
chain partners for the industry to implement systems that are compatible with 
standards adopted by other industries.  The system provides benefits in product 
traceability and recall but is also able to deliver considerable cost savings throughout 
the supply chain. 
 
In March 2003, twenty-nine beef and sheep meat export abattoirs and boning rooms in 
Australia are registered with EAN Australia and are using EAN.UCC System with 
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meat industry standard bar codes.  This represents a large percentage of the exported 
meat product from Australia. 
 
Electronic messaging structure principles and information requirements 
The project was based on the EAN.UCC system and used the meat industry standard 
EAN 128 bar code and information systems and was a commercial demonstration of 
those systems in the export supply chain.  The Australian meat industry guidelines for 
numbering and bar coding of non-retail items is available on the EAN Australia 
website.  The project demonstrates a model for industry to follow and provides a 
number of tools to enable individual companies to adopt the system.  That model is 
based on standard EAN.UCC system EAN 128 bar coding and EANCOM messaging 
systems and is fully compliant with those adopted by other industries and our supply 
chain partners. 
 
Conclusion 
The Qe-meat project demonstrates to what extent the EAN International SSCC 
identifier can be used as a UCR, since it meets the criteria specified in the WCO 
recommendation, as explained below. 
 

1. Its scope involves specific trade transactions in the beef industry between 
Australia and the United States 

2. The SSCC is being assigned on a per consignment level.  The SSCC has been 
designed to be used as an identification of logistics units.  In this case study, 
each logistic unit constitutes a consignment. 

3. Used only as an access key for audit, consignment tracking and information, 
reconciliation purposes.  The EAN identifier is a non-significant unique 
number which can be assigned by the exporter, based on the company prefix 
assigned by the local member organization.  This identifier can be made 
available to the customs authority through EDI or XML messages, or it can be 
directly scanned using readily available bar-code scanning equipment, which 
already recognizes EAN symbology. 

4. Unique at both national and international level – Thanks to its structure, and 
through the world implementation of the EAN.UCC system, the EAN 
identifier is guaranteed to be unique: at the heart of the EAN.UCC system is 
the company prefix component of all identifiers, which is unique for each 
trading company anywhere in the world. When assigning an SSCC, the rule is 
that an individual SSCC number must not be reallocated within one year of the 
shipment date from the SSCC assignor to a trading partner. However, 
prevailing regulatory or industry organization specific requirements may 
extend this period. 

5. The SSCC provides a key which is associated by the manufacturer with the 
trade layer through the EAN.UCC logistics label.  The purpose of the 
EAN•UCC logistics label is to provide clear and concise information about the 
unit for administration and logistics purposes, and it provides an article 
identification for the unit, or its contents, together with additional 
manufacturer and customer information in machine readable form. The 
logistics label provides a link between the physical flow of goods (using bar 
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codes) and the electronic information flow (using EDI) and reduces errors by 
helping integrate logistic operations internally and externally 

6. In this particular case study, the SSCC is issued by the meat plant in Australia 
as it prepares a consignment and initiates an international trade transaction. 

7. Allows commercial and official contacts/enquiries at any point in the logistical 
chain – Through EDI or XML transactions which are all components of the 
EAN.UCC system, the EAN.UCC keys can become available throughout the 
logistical chain.  Through the use of EAN International’s authenticated and 
validated information keys, customs authorities can address the security 
issues faced by the cross-border trade nowadays. 

8. EAN International is an official issuing agency of ISO 15459, and the SSCC is 
endorsed by this recommendation. Issuing agency codes 0 through 9 have 
been allocated to EAN International. 
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